Modelled after TED Talks, this year's pre conference will host a collection of 60-90 minute expert talks and panels drawing on the research and life experience of individuals in the field of blindness/visual impairment education. These experts will tackle barriers to inclusion, employability and wellbeing across a lifespan. Join us at the Toronto Sheraton Airport Hotel & Conference Centre and take a deeper dive into how to build essential life skills such as problem solving, self-determination and resiliency in learners. Our preconference audience will walk away with actionable take-aways and best practices on how best to use our voice in support of individuals with visual impairments, including those with additional disabilities.

FEATURING:

- Visioneers
- Blind Girl Inc.
- Apple Accessibility
- CNIB "Know Your Rights"

Daniel Kish
Michelle Woolfrey
Aidan Matyasovszky
Kelly Matyasovszky

Space is limited!
Tea, Coffee & Lunch Included
Register Online by April 8th by visiting bit.ly/cvtc2020
$110 Professional · $80 Parent, Adult or Student
Follow Us @CVTC2020 | Email: cvtconference2020@gmail.com